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Please send any comments, queries, complaints and, of 
course, compliments to info@foodbev.co.za.

Editor’s Note

Editorial Team

Winter of opportunities for food and  
beverage industry

Dear Stakeholders

The Food and Beverages Seta editorial team welcomes you 
to the second edition of the Engage Newsletter.
This edition is particularly historical and unique in that, it was 
produced in the midst of the Covid - 19 pandemic. 

As a result, its production has witnessed a new of challenges 
brought forth by the shutting down of normal business 
practices, as we all observed the National Lockdown as 
announced by President Cyril Ramaphosa and the National 
Command Council.
 
As with every challenge, the edition nevertheless offered the 
team an opportunity to apply modern technology to work 
offline in meeting the deadlines as set. 

The same could easily be said of all our industry 
stakeholders, who for the first time in their corporate history, 
had to rely almost entirely on the digital world to strategise, 
communicate, and execute corporate business plans. This 
new way of doing business, is but one of the disruptive legacy 
effects brought by the Covid - 19, as the world find 
preventative to flatten the viral curve. 

This greater disruption of national public life, adversely 
affected the global economy, and various sectoral activities in 
manufacturing, travel and tourism and higher education 
including our local and international learning programmes.
 

Consequently, we complied with the national guidelines and all 
expectations included by the Departments of Health, Higher 
Education and Training on the return from China of 70 students to 
South Africa, on the eve of the outbreak,  we requested TVET 
College Principals to monitor the returning students and keep us 
informed if there is any worrying developments.

And to this end, we are pleased that none of the students we have 
placed on Mechanical Manufacturing Automation programme in 
various Chinese colleges and universitites, have shown any 
known symptoms of the virus nor were in danger of contracting the 
virus, whose economic impact is yet to be fully measured.

In the wake of the pandemic government, private sector and other 
social partners have been working together to find urgent solutions 
to address the immediate challenges that emerged as a result of 
the pandemic.

of.
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Leadership profile: 
A versatile FoodBev CEO on the move

G
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Nokuthula Selamolela
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

“I am grateful I had both parents, my diligently inspiring aunt and caring 
grandmother the latter who raised more than 10 grandchildren at once, 
and that form the nucleus of my upbringing and family socialisation. That 
solid family background assisted me in my career evolution and personal 
development” affirmed Selamolela.

Her professional tenacity and corporate leadership firmness in her 
career path saw her rise quickly within the business world with stints at 
both executive and non - executive posting at various different entities at 
Tongaat Hulett, Vodacom, ICASA and ultimately at FoodBev SETA, 
where she uses her professional acumen to make an industrial impact 
within the food and beverages sector.    

Consciously aware of both her professional and character limitations,
Selamolela recalls being advised by colleagues of her overbearing 
weaknesses to push employees to achieve set goals.
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Leadership profile: 
A versatile FoodBev CEO on the move

1. As a foodist, are you a good chef or fairly bad cook?  

2. Favourite dish

3.Which one of the three (Travel, Reading, Retail  
Therapy) are you good at?
 

4.What is the book (s) that had the most impact on your 
professional and personal life outlook? 

5. Who is the one female corporate who inspire you? 

6. Who are your top two favourite local celebrities and 
why? 

7. Cars, Property or Clothes.

8. When was the last time you went to the movies? 

9.What do you do during “lockdown”

10.Family, Friends or Strangers.

Future goals

Ten Things You Did Not Know About the 
FoodBev CEO 

Bonang Matheba. I like Bonang Matheba she is very 
successful and innovative performer. She is very determined 
to succeed and her business acumen is great. 
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Ten Things You Did Not Know About the 
FoodBev CEO 

I have taken time to catch up on my reading and following the 
news. I have also taken time to read more and keep upto date 
with developments around Covid19 and keep up with how our 
stakeholders are doing during this time.

“I was once told I am a strict manager who always come 
across as harsh even on emails, when I issue instructions to 
colleagues. And that bothered me, and I had to tone down”.
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Foodbev SETA CFO commits to keep audit record clean  

C
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Magugu Maphiwa
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Chief Financial Officer Magugu Maphiwa a qualified 
Chartered Accountant  stands ready to contain the disruptive 
effects visited upon FoodBev Seta 2020/2021 annual financial 
plans by Covid-19, by remaining as pragmatic as possible to 
the evolving economic landscape.

Magugu has committed to do to minimise the Covid - 19
ripple effects, by keeping SETA finances responsive to the
shift financial priorities, without compromising the financial
discipline and audit reputation of the Seta.

Acclimatized to persistent work pressures of competing
prioritises, Magugu is ready to ensure that SETA continues to 
obtain a clean audit after receiving clean audit in 2018/19 
Financial Year.

“We do not want to forfeit the good image we have as a clean
audit institution. That means, as we now prepare to face the
new corporate finance culture on how we do things, we will 
also learn how to counter - balance this new financial reality 
against the existing exemplary institutional reputation”

Magugu contend that there is sound foundational basis for him
and his finance team to keep the SETA financial books as 
clean as possible.

“The two previous Clean Audit Reports have given us the 
necessary confidence and ability to maintain the positive path 
we have embarked upon in positioning the Seta as the 
preferred skill partner in food and beverages sector. 

This is the corporate culture and financial management 
reputation we will uphold even in the face of the Covid-19 
ripple effect on how we manage our institutional resources”
Asked how he intend to keep the ship floating in light of the
historical difficulty of maintaining a clean audit, Magugu
refused to throw a dice.

“I cannot predict the future iconic direction. However, I can
safely say our last year audit performance has provided us 
with iconic direction and framework on how to do things 
differently, and it should be easier moving forward into 
2019/2020 audit season”. 

As to be expected, financial management and audit discipline 
forms part of the core for any organisation, further illustrating 
the good governance practice embedded within the financial 
systems.

“I believe we have received the clean audit for the second time
in 2018/2019 simply because the control environment has
improved significantly as there were no material findings on the
annual financial statement, performance information audit and
compliance, and we should keep it that way,”

Magugu attribute the stability in the senior and executive
management position for “the teamwork and having the right
people for critical roles in improving governance structures and
processes”.

Turning to the annual performance report, Magugu believes
filling of essential vacancies within FoodBev SETA, strong
financial positions, clean audit, and spending resulting in lessor
retained funds, commitment of 95% of the reserves, no new
irregular expenditure and no fruitless and wasteful expenditure,
all contributed to a positive standing of the organisation.

“It’s safe to say that our annual performance has seen a
number of improvements in various areas ranging from
appointment of key positions, stable board, improved
internal control environment and governance structures and
processes, steady increase in revenue, increase in planned
performance outcomes, decrease in retained surplus due
to increase in grant spending” asserted Magugu.

Magugu has committed to minimise to Covid-19 ripple effects, 
by keeping SETA finances responsive to the shift financial 
priorities, without compromising the financial discipline and 
audit reputation of the SETA
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FoodBev SETA calls on business owners and 
stakeholders to join fight against coronavirus

WWith the ongoing spread of the Covid-19 having begun
claiming South African lives and their livelihoods, 
SETA appeals to stakeholders and business owners within
the sector to intensify their social and national responsibility
by supporting government overall efforts to preserve both the
nation, industry and country’s economy.

Of significant importance is the support required to ensure
that the President Cyril Ramaphosa’s Covid19 economic
stimulus package towards providing relief to small, medium
and big business gain currency in the food and beverage
manufacturing sector, to help preserve sectoral jobs and
further prevent businesses going down.

In a call for national duty reminiscent of US President John
F. Kennedy famed clarion call upon Americans “ask not what
your country can do for you (but) ask what you can do for your
country”, SETA appeals to industry players and
stakeholders to emulate the response by ensuring full
compliance of the government regulations, especially the call
for both small, medium and big business to ensure employee
protection by avoiding workers’ retrenchment and by paying
workers directly during these challenging times for the nation.

As the President said “it is clear from the development of the
disease in other countries and from our own modelling that
immediate, swift and extraordinary action is required if we are
to prevent a human catastrophe of enormous proportions in
our country”.

Amongst other things, businesses and stakeholders in the food
and beverage manufacturing sector are urged to activately
engage, and remotely educate their employees about the
Temporary Employee Relief Scheme, and Employment Tax
Incentive.

Additionally, SMEs who also serve in the hospitality and
tourism industry, are encouraged to tap into the R500 million
government set aside to assist small business cope with the
economic impact of the disease.

This places the food and beverage sector at the heart of the
war against Coronavirus, as essential contributors to the
national food security, whose ongoing support to the
national cause during this disastrous period, will help sustain the
industry post the national lockdown.

Furthermore, the industry is encouraged to use modern
digital communication technologies to further encourage their
employees, stakeholders both in the education and
training field, and commercial units most of which are closed
during the 21 Days National Lockdown, to promote the hygienic
messages to fundamentally disrupt the virus chain thus
flattening the disease curve.

Any companies within the sector wishing to show solidarity with
the national effort to support the vulnerable South Africans,
whose lives is negatively affected by the pandemic, can do so
by donating to the Solidarity Fund - www.solidarity.co.za.

The fund, which the government has injected R150 million into,
is administered by reputable South Africans, purposefully to
mitigate the social impact of the global virus.

For more information on economic relief measures, all SETA 
stakeholders and business owners are encouraged to directly 
contact government agencies providing business and economic 
relief such as the Departments of Trade and Industry, Small 
Business, Labour, National Treasury and the South African 
Revenue Services, amongst others.
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Frankly Speaking…

W

And that was aptly captured by veteran workshop attendee
Nico Botha, from the Franchise Association of South Africa.
“When we asked Senior Manager: Chambers, Mr Hector 
Makhubele, who was absent due to work commitments at the 
office), the CEO promptly agreed. That impressed me a lot. It 
demonstrated that this is the kind of institutional leadership 
that prioritises its stakeholders, and not just box ticking. I have 
been attending FoodBev SETA workshops over the years and 
I have seen an incremental growth in its performance and 
stakeholder relations. And I am pleased with that”.
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FoodBev Manufacturing SETA attracts previously 
disadvantaged learners into the industry  

F
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Raymond Ramaru

Nokukhanya Aphane

President Cyril Ramaphosa Buti Manamela
of Higher Education, Science and Innovation) 

7
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FoodBev Seta calls for more partnerships

9

F

Hector Makhubele
Senior Manager: Chambers

Partnerships

FoodBev SETA calls for more partnerships

FoodBev SETA has made a clarion call to private and public
sectoral players to sign up for more flagship partnerships to
close the skills deficit widening within the Food and Beverage
Manufacturing sector.

This comes as the skills gap keeps growing within the
sector in light of the rapidly phased introduction of automation
manufacturing associated with the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, thus threatening the industry skills capacity.
Already, the sector like all economic fields, is negatively impacted
by the effects of the Covid - 19 that saw majority companies and
higher education institutions lockdown creating further
uncertainty for most for the industry.

Resultantly, most partnerships, sectoral jobs, and training
programmes are likely to be affected culminating with an
imbalanced skills landscape which is already experiencing 
challenges with skills deficit within the sector.Senior Manager: 
Chambers Hector Makhubele said the organisation would like to 
increase its strategic partnerships with various sectoral players 
especially TVET colleges, universities and businesses operating 
within the sector.

Thus far, FoodBev SETA has secured more than 30 public and 
private sector institutions aimed at stimulating relevant skills for 
the food and beverage industry. This includes amongst others, 
strategic partnerships with giant multinational corporations such 
as Coca-Cola, South African Breweries InBev and Nestlé.

Others features Universities of Johannesburg, Cape Town, Fort 
Hare, Cape Town, Mpumalanga and Sol Plaatjie in Northern Cape 
and various TVET colleges. Makhubele believes the new 
partnerships would help to strengthen the existing collaboration in 
responding positively to the set of skills needed for the new 
economy post the Coronavirus economic slowdown.

8
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Not always rosy achieving SETA Annual 
Performance Targets

10

AAlready amongst the top performing SETA  in the country, 
FoodBev SETA’s successful trajectory in meeting its annual 
performance targets has never been easy.

Making it even more challenging are late submissions by
companies and other sectoral stakeholders, termination or
extension of learner programmes, challenging with
institutional arrangements within the sector, as well as policy
changes associated with skills development legislation such
as a revised BEE Scorecard, and other policy developments
relating to the food and beverage manufacturing sector.

All these tend to impact negatively on the set annual
performance planned targets as most of these developments
occur long after the annual compliance target has been set.
However, to achieve a high organisational performance level
as seen in the past financial years, it routinely takes FoodBev
SETA the quick analytical thinking of managers to ensure full
compliance with the changing skills development landscape.

FoodBev SETA Marlie Spencer, Senior Manager: :ETQA, affirms it 
is always not an easy ride meeting annual targets since policy 
adjustment and planning demands have an impact. Terminations 
and extensions of learning programmes also have an impact on 
the SETA’s ability to achieve completion targets as planned,”
elaborated Spencer.

Often, FoodBev SETA works on the assumption that at least 50%
of learners will complete programmes, but this is not always the 
reality. However, some of the completion targets are difficult to 
achieve due to slow response times from stakeholders, or where 
incorrect or incomplete evidence is submitted for verification and 
processing.

If an insufficient number of learners entered a programme in a 
prior financial year, it places the associated completion target of 
the next financial year at risk.

For instance, a target set out of a Service Level Agreement
with the DHET on TVET colleges Lecturer Development 
Programme could not be achieved as set out in 2018/2019.

Although, lecturers have agreed to participate in the programme,
most of them find it difficult to commit to a month away from work
even though FoodBev SETA carry the cost of the substitute 
lecturer. “Setting completion targets is also a challenge. However, 
as a SETA we always ensure that we go out of our way to play our 
part in reducing youth unemployment, increasing sectoral 
transformation and access to post-school education and training in 
an integrated fashion to meet our sectoral targets and objectives,” 
said Spencer.

“Nonetheless, most of the changes have no material impact on the 
Audit Performance largely because the bulk of the core mandate, 
which are within FoodBev SETA’s direct control, such as some 
learnerships and skills programmes. These are easier to manage 
as we are directly responsible for the quality assurance and 
associated certification of learners”.

The setting of targets does not have a direct impact on audits 
since what remains critical is the audit perception of the 
implementation and administration of initiatives to achieve targets.

Spencer contends that a different model would need to be crafted 
to ensure overall achievement of annual performance targets. Still 
with the inherent implementation challenges faced, FoodBev 
SETA always rises to the occasion to ensure that set targets are 
met and complied with.

9
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SETA closing skills shortage gaps within 
FoodBev Manufacturing sector 

11

W

Sibusiso Miya
Senior Manager: SPLP

With the country experiencing critical industrial skills shortage 
cutting across various economic sectors, FoodBev SETA is
taking concrete steps to close the skills gap within the Food and
Beverage Manufacturing sector.

This is to ensure that the sector remains highly competitive,
innovative and relevant to the national developmental needs of
the country, as mandated by legislation governing the sector.

Performing at above 80 - 100% in reaching its own targets on
technical and vocational training, FoodBev SETA has also
successfully recorded improved performance in the provision of
ongoing training for small, medium and large companies through
stakeholder workshops and related programmes.

However, the skills demand from the sector, and
unavailability of funds, pose a greater challenge to meeting all
skills developmental targets, requiring additional platforms for
coordinated effort to address the demand.

Senior Manager: Skills Planning and Learning Programme,
Sibusiso Miya believes research outputs and heightened
learner, middle and senior management educational programmes
involving TVET Colleges, Universities and industry players, help
to close skills gap.

This included, amongst others, facilitating work-based
leaning and training programmes, such as Millwrights, Fitter and
Turner, Mechanical Manufacturing and Automation Programme
that saw 70 TVET students placed on a 12-month integrated 
learning programme across several colleges in China.

On the technical college level, at least 2,152 unemployed were
put on learnership programmes with 86% of funded students
having obtained full or part qualification through Recognition Prior
Learning (RPL) to help address scared and critical skills in the
sector.

A further 197 employed students were funded through bursaries
in higher education institutions to complete final or post-graduate
courses.

Both the TVET and workplace training programmes are
strategically supplemented by a series of nationwide career
guidance exhibitions across schools in rural and urban areas,
mainly to attract and retain relevant workplace skills to improve
overall performance and productivity of the sector.

“Annually, as FoodBev SETA, we are able to easily meet our
targets on skills, however the skills gap keeps growing
demanding innovative measures to enhance our resolve to keep
this at a sustainable level,” asserted Miya.

Miya furthermore affirmed that FoodBev was in a healthier
position to perform better with the new 2020/2021 financial year
that just kicked off.

10
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Coronavirus stalls FoodBev SETA/GIBS
programme   

OOne of the immediate victims of the Covid19 outbreak
within the Food and Beverage Manufacturing sector has to be 
the International Executive Development Programme (IEDP) and
International Management Development Programme (IMDP),
as the Coronavirus continues to disrupt national and global
work rhythm with almost all domestic and international flights
grounded to prevent the disease spread across the country and
the globe respectively.

A flagship joint educational executive venture between
University of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of Business (GIBS)
and FoodBev SETA, the IEDP and IMDP was scheduled for
implementation from May and concluding in December 2020,
intently to upskill executive managers and identified industry
stakeholders in the FoodBev sector with improved international
skills and industry knowledge.

With the global pandemic already wreaking havoc on
various economic sectors, whilst slowing down educational
programmes, the international programme had to be shelved.

Speaking to Engage, GIBS Programme Manager: Custom 
Programmes Dionne Mostert confirmed that the programmes 
had to be put on ice as the nation undergoes the National 
Lockdown following the proclamation by government. The 
institution had shortlisted 81 candidates for both programmes, 44 
for IEDP and 37 IMDP, and 35 candidates we put on the final 
waiting list.  The programmes were well on track until the 
outbreak of Covid19 which resulted in suspension of business 
and educational facilities. 

“We were at the interviewing stage, and as a result of this
pandemic, we had to reconsider the programme roll out. We
are nonetheless pleased that the programmes have been well
received and subsequently generated tremendous interest
from the field, given that this is one of its kind for the SETA.”

Fully funded by FoodBev SETA, the globalised programme
targeted to equip sector players with leadership knowledge with 
the final, successful combined total number of 30 industry 
players, 15 executive managers and 15 middle managers from
levy-paying companies and business owners under going 
international study tours to India, Germany, China, Croatia and 
Slovakia to understudy international industry competitiveness.

The IEDP and IMDP form part of a series of strategic
partnership programmes that FoodBev SETA has entered
into with various stakeholders, particularly industry and higher
education institutions both domestically and internationally to
further improve the sector’s leadership outputs.

According to FoodBev SETA CEO, the programme was
meant to provide participants with practical problem-solving
challenges that are being faced in their line of duty to be
solved during the course of their international study tours,
subsequently helping secure South African Food and
Beverage manufacturing future work for the industry.

11
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Stakeholders raise pertinent questions  
and solutions  
I

Nokuthula Selamolela Llewellin van Zyl

In a clear display of sound stakeholder relations and good governance, the Senior Manager of FoodBev SETA took to the four
major provinces across the country to engage scores of industry players in a bid to simplify working relations and improve compliance
in the sector. The high-powered delegation, which was led by CEO Nokuthula Selamolela included Senior Managers respectively
responsible, amongst others, for skills planning and learning programmes, education and training quality assurance as well as
FoodBev SETA chambers.

Seizing the opportunity offered by the month-long roadshows, various stakeholders, mainly Skill Development Facilitators (SDFs)
representatives of Technical and Vocational Education Training Colleges, and small, medium and large business in the Food and
Beverage manufacturing sector, rose to the occasion by asking pertinent questions relating to a variety of issues.

These included challenges with compliance with new regulations for grant funding, online registration and submission of such as
Skills Plans, Motivational Letters of Intent and other required information to qualify for Mandatory Grants, implementation plans for
graduates. Also covered was delayed payments and late cancellations, exemption for non levy-paying companies, unplanned site
visits, establishment of regional offices, learnership stipends and accreditation approvals.

Amongst others, was the appeal for FoodBev SETA to host similar roadshow to outlying provinces as Northern Cape, Free State,
Mpumalanga, North West and Limpopo. Despite raising tough questions and possible solutions, attendees throughout the provincial
roadshows, also expressed gratitude to having had open discussions with the senior management to register their frustrations.

In welcoming the stakeholder engagements across the provinces, CEO Selamolela re-emphasised the professional value FoodBev
SETA placed on getting feedback directly from the sector in an unmediated manner that strengthens communication between the
industry and the Sector Education and Training Authority.

However, in line with international best practice, the stakeholders roadshow drive presented FoodBev SETA with a strategic
opportunity not only to reflect upon the shortcomings of the internal systems, but to also enhance the accountability and institutional
relevance to the industry, whose engagement clearly added greater impetus to the overall organisational and managerial outlook.

12
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Stakeholders raise pertinent questions  
and solutions  

BRICS Narenda Modi

Speaking to Engage in Cape Town (the last leg of the roadshow) after expressing the sector’s gratitude in the open workshop,
seasoned SDF Slyvia Hammond representing Tempus Dynamics and Diva Nutritional Products, reiterated attendees’ satisfaction
levels with the management outreach workshop, which she said, embodies the spirited institutional growth.

“I have been here a long time, and I have seen exponential improvement from when FoodBev SETA presentations were scruffy.
Today, it is one of the best SETAs. As industry players, we wish to acknowledge the wonderful, constructive efforts by the board
and Nokuthula in putting together a team of highly competent and professional management that makes an effort to engage us,
rather than running away from us, and just engaging us from the walls of their offices in Johannesburg.”Hammond’s sentiment
was equally shared by Sabine Pienaar from Khoisan Gourmets and Nigel Bailey from Getaways, who proclaimed “it didn’t feel
attending (the roadshow) was a waste of time”.

Evidently, stakeholder engagement has once again, demonstrated FoodBev SETA management’s decisiveness in building and
sustaining an inclusive multi-stakeholder driven decision- making processes that harnessing aligns industry players towards
making a sustainable contribution to the national skills base, across the field.
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FoodBev Seta Contributes To Provincial 
Skills Development 

As part of its multi – prone sectoral strategy to contribute to the National Skills Development Plan, FoodBev SETA continues to be
a critical stakeholder in the Provincial Skills Development Forum. Facilitated by the nine provincial Premier’s offices, the PSF 
workshops seek to build a sound skill development throughout the country provincial economies.

The FoodBev management regularly attend and participate the provincial skills workshops on behalf of the industry, which
together various stakeholders from government, and institutions of higher learning to map out a provincial skills in the province.
Key amongst participants are the local and district municipalities, national departments and provincial entities to map out the
roadway for skills development affecting a variety of sectors and industries including food and beverages.

FoodBev CEO Nokuthula Selamolela believes that the provincial skills forums, particularly the KwaZulu Natal, which is the most
active, helps the organisation to build stakeholders relations on skills development across the board. As a result, FoodBev is able
to engage directly with various relevant state entities such as South African Revenue Services which assist most of Food and
Beverages cooperatives, big and small companies with compliance matters.

“For us, the provincial skills forum is an appropriate platform for continuous engagement with relevant stakeholders within the
skills sector and beyond. As active participants we truly value the engagements and coordinated plans that goes a long way to
consolidate skills development in provinces”.

The workshops, Selamolela indicated, ties very well with the FoodBev strategic goals to spread its wings in reaching out to even
the most far flung areas of the country to deliver its skill programmes.The provincial forums are hosted regularly by the Premier’s
Offices as part of the overall implementation of the National Skills Development Plan.

FoodBev SETA Contributes to Provincial 
Skills Development Forum

14
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Letter to Stakeholders 
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Covid-19 Memorandum 
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Covid-19 Memorandum 

2019
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Covid-19 Memorandum 
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Covid-19 Memorandum 2
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Get in touch!
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Nokuthula Selamolela

Mogopodi Pule

Sibusiso Miya

Magugu Maphiwa

Hector MakhubeleMarlie Spencer 

Pretty Ngwasheng

nokuthula@foodbev.co.za magugum@foodbev.co.za prettyn@foodbev.co.za

mogopodip@foodbev.co.za

sibusisom@foodbev.co.za

marlies@foodbev.co.za hectorm@foodbev.co.za

Tel: +27 11 253 7307 Tel: +27 11 253 7317 Tel: +27 11 253 7306

Tel: +27 11 253 7309

Tel: +27 11 253 7320

Tel: +27 11 253 7311 Tel: +27 11 253 7305
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